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Disclaimer  

The following is intended to outline our general product direction. It is intended for information 

purposes only, and may not be incorporated into any contract. It is not a commitment to deliver any 

material, code, or functionality, and should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions. The 

development, release, and timing of any features or functionality described for Oracle’s products 

remains at the sole discretion of Oracle. 
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Introduction 

This document explains with an example how to define an integrator whose importer returns 
error messages for any spreadsheet rows that failed to import. 
 
The intended audience of this document is custom integrator developers who are familiar with 
Oracle E-Business Suite, and Oracle Web Applications Desktop Integrator. Developers should 
also have good knowledge of the business area for which they are designing the integrator. 
 
Integrator developers should review the following documentation: 

 Oracle Web Applications Desktop Integrator Implementation and Administration Guide, 
Release 12.1.3, Part No. E12902-04 

 Oracle E-Business Suite Desktop Integration Framework Developer's Guide,  
Release 12.1.3, Part Number E15877-02 

 
Custom integrators are defined using Oracle E-Business Suite Desktop Integration Framework 
.  
 
The integrator will be defined in three phases: 

 Preparing database and application objects 

 Phase A: Defining an integrator that downloads and uploads data 

 Phase B: Defining an integrator importer that returns error messages 
 
The reason for the three-phase strategy is to divide the integrator definition into smaller sub-
tasks, test the integrator after each phase is completed to ensure it works, and increase its 
complexity in the next phase. This strategy simplifies the analysis and resolution of possible 
errors while running the integrator.  
 

Integrator Purpose  

The Integrator defined in this example performs these operations: 

 Creates a data document  as a formatted spreadsheet on the desktop  

 Downloads data from BNE_VIEWERS_B into the document that was created 

 Uploads data from the document to the test table BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE 

 Processes data in the BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE table, marking some of the 
rows uploaded as having errors during import 

 Returns errors to the desktop application 

 Displays the errors for the rows that failed to import 
 
At the end of Phase A, the integrator will be able to create the template document, download 
data, and upload data. Once Phase B is completed, the integrator will be able to perform the 
import data processing. 

Preparing Database and Application Objects 

For this sample integrator you must create a new database table, include this database table in 
FND tables, create a sequence, and grant privileges on the new objects to the APPS user. 
This integrator will define a PL/SQL API procedure importer. The errors reported by the 
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importer will be defined in the FND_LOOKUPS table under a specific code. All these 
definitions are described in this section. 
 

BNE Database Object Definitions 

Connect to SQL*Plus as the BNE database user and run the following commands. 

Define the BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE Table  

Connect as BNE 
Create table "BNE"."BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE" 
  ( 
    "APPLICATION_ID"        NUMBER(15,0) NOT NULL ENABLE, 
    "VIEWER_CODE"           VARCHAR2(30 BYTE) NOT NULL ENABLE, 
    "RUN_ID"                NUMBER(15,0) NOT NULL ENABLE, 
    "USER_NAME"      VARCHAR2(240 BYTE) NOT NULL ENABLE, 
    "CREATED_BY"            NUMBER(15,0) NOT NULL ENABLE, 
    "CREATION_DATE" DATE NOT NULL ENABLE, 
    "LAST_UPDATED_BY"   NUMBER(15,0) NOT NULL ENABLE, 
    "LAST_UPDATE_LOGIN" NUMBER(15,0), 
    "LAST_UPDATE_DATE" DATE NOT NULL ENABLE, 
    "ENABLED_FLAG"           VARCHAR2(1 BYTE), 
    "RESULT"                 VARCHAR2(5 BYTE), 
    "MESSAGE"                VARCHAR2(50 BYTE) 
   ); 

     

Define Grants on BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE   

Grant all on bne.BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE to APPS; 

 

Define the Sequence BNE_TEST_IMPORTER_S 

CREATE SEQUENCE "BNE"."BNE_TEST_IMPORTER_S" MINVALUE 10000 
MAXVALUE 2147483647 INCREMENT BY 1 START WITH 10000 CACHE 
1000 NOORDER NOCYCLE ; 

 

Define Grants on BNE_TEST_IMPORTER_S. 

 
Grant all on bne.BNE_TEST_IMPORTER_S to APPS; 
 
 

 

APPS Database Object Definitions 

Connect to SQL*Plus as APPS, and run the following commands to define the synonyms to 
the database objects defined in the previous section and create the PL/SQL API that will 
perform the import process. 
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Define Synonyms 

create synonym   BNE_TEST_IMPORTER_S for 
bne.BNE_TEST_IMPORTER_S; 
create synonym   BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE for 

bne.BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE; 

 

Register the Table and Columns 

exec ad_dd.register_table ('BNE', 'BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE', 'T'); 
   
Begin 
ad_dd.register_column ('BNE', 'BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE'  
,'APPLICATION_ID',5,'NUMBER',22,'N',  'N' ); 
ad_dd.register_column ('BNE', 'BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE' 
 ,'VIEWER_CODE',10,'VARCHAR2',30,'N',  'N' ); 
ad_dd.register_column ('BNE', 'BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE' 
,'RUN_ID',15,'NUMBER',22,'N',  'N' ); 
ad_dd.register_column ('BNE', 'BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE' 
,'USER_NAME',20,'VARCHAR2',240,'N',  'N' ); 
ad_dd.register_column ('BNE', 'BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE' 
,'CREATED_BY',25,'NUMBER',22,'N',  'N' ); 
ad_dd.register_column ('BNE', 'BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE' 
,'CREATION_DATE',30,'DATE',7,'N',  'N' ); 
ad_dd.register_column ('BNE', 'BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE' 
,'LAST_UPDATED_BY',35,'NUMBER',22,'N',  'N' ); 
ad_dd.register_column ('BNE', 'BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE' 
,'LAST_UPDATE_LOGIN',40,'NUMBER',22,'Y',  'N' ); 
ad_dd.register_column ('BNE', 'BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE' 
,'LAST_UPDATE_DATE',45,'DATE',7,'N',  'N' ); 
ad_dd.register_column ('BNE', 'BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE' 
,'ENABLED_FLAG',50,'VARCHAR2',1,'Y',  'N' ); 
ad_dd.register_column ('BNE', 'BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE' 
,'RESULT',55,'VARCHAR2',5,'Y',  'N' ); 
ad_dd.register_column ('BNE', 'BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE' 
,'MESSAGE',60,'VARCHAR2',50,'Y',  'N' ); 
End; 
/ 

Create a PL/SQL API to Perform the Import 

The package BNE_TEST_IMPORTER_PKG contains one procedure. The procedure 
import_test processes the uploaded rows, and decides which rows are valid or invalid. A 
detailed explanation of this API is given in the section describing how it is used in the importer. 

 
create or replace package BNE_TEST_IMPORTER_PKG as 
      procedure import_test (p_run_id in number, p_error_rows_mod in 
number); 
       
end; 
/  
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create or replace package body BNE_TEST_IMPORTER_PKG as 
 
procedure import_test (p_run_id in number, p_error_rows_mod in number) is 
    cursor cur_recs_interface is 
    select run_id, application_id, viewer_code, result, message 
    from BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE 
    where run_id = p_run_id 
    for update of result, message; 
     
    rec cur_recs_interface%rowtype; 
    i number := 0; 
    errCount number := 1; 
    error_code varchar2(5); 
begin 
     for rec in cur_recs_interface loop 
         if mod(i, p_error_rows_mod)=0 then 
            error_code := 'ERR' || errCount; 
            errCount := errCount +1; 
            errCount := mod(errCount, 6); 
            If (errCount = 0) then 
                errCount := 1; 
            end if; 
            update BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE 
            set result = error_code , message = 'Viewer error for ' || 
rec.viewer_code 
            where current of cur_recs_interface; 
         else 
            update BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE 
            set result = 'SUCC', message = 'Viewer Success for ' || 
rec.viewer_code 
            where current of cur_recs_interface; 
         end if; 
         i := i +1; 
     end loop; 
end import_test; 
end BNE_TEST_IMPORTER_PKG; 
/ 

 

Application Object Definition 

A FND lookup code and its values will be used to code errors and the corresponding 
messages. 

Create the BNE_TEST_ERROR Lookup  

Define the BNE_TEST_ERROR lookup to store the error codes for this importer the 
corresponding error messages. 
 
Log into Oracle E-Business Suite as the OPERATIONS user and navigate as follows: 
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Responsibility: Application Developer 
Navigation: Application > Lookups > Application Object Library 
 
Define the following values as for the lookup: 
 

 Type: BNE_TEST_ERROR 

 Meaning: Bne Test Error Import plsql 

 Application: Web Applications Desktop Integrator 

 Description: Bne Test Error Import plsql 

 Access Level: User 
 
Define the following lookup codes: 

BNE_TEST_ERROR LOOKUP CODES 

CODE MEANING DESCRIPTION 

ERR1 Bne Test Error 1 1- Bne Test Error 

ERR2 Bne Test Error 2 2- Bne Test Error 

ERR3 Bne Test Error 3 3- Bne Test Error 

ERR4 Bne Test Error 4 4- Bne Test Error 

ERR5 Bne Test Error 5 5- Bne Test Error 

ERR6 Bne Test Error 6 6- Bne Test Error 

 
Ensure that all the lookup codes have current effective dates and are enabled. 
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Click the Save icon to store this data. 
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Phase A: Defining an Integrator that Can Download and Upload 
Data 

To develop this integrator you must define the following: 

 Basic integrator information and security 

 Interface 

 Content 

 Uploader 

 Layout 

 Mapping 

Oracle E-Business Suite Desktop Integration Framework provides functionality to perform 

these steps.  

Log into Oracle E-Business Suite as a user with access to the ‘Desktop Integration Manager’ 

responsibility, such as OPERATIONS. Select the Create Integrator menu option. 

 

 

Basic Integrator Information and Security 

Enter the basic integrator information and security here.  
 
A meaningful name and an internal name are required. Enter a unique internal name for the 
integrator. The internal name can include only the following characters: 

 Uppercase letters from A through Z 

 Numerals from 0 through 9 

 The underscore character (_)  

For this example, enter Demo Importer as the integrator name and DEMO_IMPORTER as the 

internal name. 

Select from the list of values the application in which the integrator will be defined. For this 

example, select Web Applications Desktop Integrator. 

Do not select the Reporting Integrator option, because this integrator will be able to upload 

data back to the database.  
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Select Yes in the Enabled field to enable the integrator. An integrator must be enabled in order 

to be executed and create integrator documents. 

Select the Display in Create Document Page option, so that the integrator will be listed in the 

Create Document flow web page. 

 

The integrator needs to have a security rule assigned. Security rules, which are also known in 

Oracle E-Business Suite as form functions, give or take away access to functionality in the 

applications. The menu associated with a responsibility has the list of all functions that can be 

accessed while logged into Oracle E-Business Suite through that responsibility. If the 

responsibility used to access or run the integrator does not have assigned to it all the security 

rules defined for the integrator, then document creation, download, and upload for the 

integrator will be denied. 

In this case, for test purposes only, assign the ‘Desktop Integration - Create Document’ 

security rule (internal code  BNE_ADI_CREATE_DOCUMENT) to the sample integrator. This 

security rule is attached to the ‘Desktop Integration’ responsibility menu. Access the Search 

and Select window for the Function field in the Security Rules region to find this security rule, 

select it, and click the Select button. 
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Click the Add button to include the rule in the integrator security rules list. If additional rules are 

required, repeat these steps as many times as needed. 

 

Click the Next button to continue with defining the interface. 

Interface 

This sample integrator will upload to a Table interface. This means the information will be 

uploaded directly to a table - in this case to the interface table created for this demo integrator, 

BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE. Other interface types are API – Procedure and API – 

Function. In the Create Interface region, enter the interface name, such as Demo Interface, 

select the Table type, and enter the BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE table name. Note that if 

the table has not been registered in the FND tables, then the table will not be displayed in the 

list of values for the Table Name field and will not be seen as a valid table. Additionally, this list 
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of values displays only tables defined under the application in which the integrator is being 

defined, as defined in the previous page. 

 

Click the Apply button to indicate that the application should process the table information into 

an interface. This creates the interface attributes. 

Oracle E-Business Suite Desktop Integrator displays the attributes when you select the 

interface. 

 

Interface attributes can be updated and deleted. You typically update interface attributes to: 

 Add validations 

 Define friendly prompts visible to the final user 

 Define user hints 

 Define display options 

Define default values 

For USER_NAME, VIEWER_CODE, APPLICATION_ID, and ENABLED_FLAG columns, edit 
Left Prompt and set it to values Name, Code, App Id, and Enabled. 

For the RUN_ID column interface attribute, set the default type to SQL Query, its default value 
to “Select BNE_TEST_IMPORTER_S.NEXTVAL FROM DUAL”, This definition will make sure 
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each upload operation will set a unique identifier for the rows being uploaded. For this same 
column mark it as Non Displayed, Required, and Enabled for Mapping. For the last two 
features use the Update option for this attribute to access this screen: 

 

Do not delete table columns that are required per the table definition (that is, not null columns), 

as the upload operation will attempt an insert that will error due to null values in required 

columns. 

For this exercise, no other interface attributes will be edited or updated. 

From this step and forward, you have the option of continuing to define the integrator or 

submitting the current definition. If you submit the integrator you can always come back and 

complete or change the definition at a later time. 

Content 

When an integrator has a content defined, the integrator has the ability to download data from 

the server into the template document that is created. The data can be downloaded from the 

results of a SQL query, from a text file located in the desktop, or from the data retrieved via a 

Java class execution. Accordingly, the possible content types are SQL Query, Text File, and 

Java Class.  

An integrator can be a mechanism simply to download data from the database to the desktop 

application for reporting or analysis purposes; in this case the content is marked as Reporting 

Only content. 

The integrator being defined in this demo does upload data, so the content used must not be 

marked as Reporting Only. 

In this demo we will define a SQL Query content. Select the Create Content button on this 

page.  
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The SQL query will download data from the BNE table BNE_VIEWERS_B. The query will only 

select the columns required to populate the test interface table defined for this demo. This 

integrator will not update in any way the data defined in the BNE table BNE_VIEWERS_B. 

Enter the content name, such as Content Demo, Select SQL Query as the content type, and 

enter the query as shown below. 

 

The query used for the content in this demo is: 

SELECT application_id, 
  viewer_code, 
  user_name, 
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  enabled_flag , 
  CREATED_BY , 
  CREATION_DATE , 
  LAST_UPDATED_BY , 
  LAST_UPDATE_LOGIN , 
  LAST_UPDATE_DATE 
FROM bne_viewers_vl 
WHERE application_id = 231 

 

The query entered in this screen must not include a  semi-colon. Use the Test Query button to 

validate the correct syntax. Click the Apply button to process the SQL query into content 

columns.  

 

 

Oracle E-Business Suite Desktop Integration Framework displays the content details when you 

select the content. 
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The SQL query for a content can have parameters defined for it whose values can be modified 

or entered by the end user when the integrator is run. The query can also have conditions 

based on environment variables such as SYSDATE. The parameter syntax is 

$param$.param_name; the environment syntax is $env$.variable.  

When a content query uses parameters or environment variables, you must associate a 

parameter list with the content on the Contents page. However, the SQL query for this demo 

integrator will not use parameters. 

You can submit and save the content, interface, and basic integrator information at this point 

by clicking the Submit button; or you can continue to the next step and define the uploader. 

Uploader 

The uploader defines conditions that affect the upload operation at runtime (when the 

integrator is executed). Typically, the uploader determines which data is uploaded, how and 

when it is validated, if the importer needs to be submitted automatically or not, and other 

possible conditions required by the integrator or the business needs. 

An uploader has a name, a title and a header. The title and header are displayed in the Upload 

window invoked in the document created by the integrator. 
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You can create an uploader using a predefined template, or by copying a pre-existing uploader 

defined within the same application as the integrator you are currently defining. 

If the integrator does not need to upload data, you do not need to define an uploader. 

In this demo the uploader is defined using the template. From the drop down list, select ‘From 

Template’, and click the Create button, as shown below. 

 

An uploader created with the template will have these parameters: 

NAME DESCRIPTION 

Bne:rows Displayed as a radio button; lets users choose to upload 

all rows or only the flagged rows in the document. 

Bne:validation Displayed as a check box; lets users choose whether or 

not to perform validation before attempting to upload the 

data via the interface. Validation occurs in the Oracle 

Web Applications Desktop Integrator code executed on 

the server. 

Bne:import Displayed as a check box; lets users choose whether the 

importer will be submitted automatically when the 

uploader finishes successfully. 

 

You can delete the parameters created by the template. You can also create additional 

parameters for the uploader. 
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The parameters created by the template are basic uploader parameters. If these parameters 

are not in the uploader, Oracle Web Applications Desktop Integrator will assume default values 

at integrator runtime. 

Click the pencil icon to update a parameter.  
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To view the uploader window, select the Preview button. The preview window will display the 

uploader as it will be displayed in the document created by Oracle Web Applications Desktop 

Integrator. This helps you to verify that the display and validation features defined have the 

desired effect. 

 

Submit the integrator definition in order to save it. 

Layout 

A layout tells Oracle Web Applications Desktop Integrator which columns will be displayed in 
the desktop application document and how those columns will be displayed, including 
formatting.  
 
Navigate to the Integrators list page. Query your integrator using its name ‘Demo Importer’. 
 

 
 
Select the integrator in the list and click the Define Layout button. In the Layout page, select 
the integrator name, and click the Go button. 
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As this is a new integrator with no existing layout, click the Create button to create the first 
layout. 

 
Enter Demo Importer Layout as the layout name, and 1 as the number of headers. Click the 
Next button. 

  

Layout fields will be displayed in two groups: required and optional fields. Each layout field 
corresponds to one interface attribute. The layout arranges the interface columns and defines 
visual features.  
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The desktop application document has three region types to display the data: Context, Header, 
and Lines. More than one Header region can be defined. In this demo integrator, all fields will 
be placed in the Lines region. For the required fields change the placement from Context to 
Line. In the Optional fields, select Enabled field. Default values defined here override default 
values defined for the interface attribute columns. However, on this screen for this demo 
integrator it is not necessary to define default values. 

 
 
Oracle Web Applications Desktop Integrator can create a desktop application document 
protected or unprotected. For this demo select Yes in the Protect Sheet field to define the 
layout as protected. 
 
A layout style sheet determines the font types, colors, and sizes for each of the regions. Use 
the default layout provided in Oracle E-Business Suite. 
 
In the Lines section, the Data Entry Rows property determines the initial number of rows 
created in the integrator template document. Accept the default value of 10. 
 
You can define the order of the fields in each desktop integrator document region (context, 
header, and lines),  using the Move Up and Move Down icons. You can also define the width 
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of the cells on this page. For this demo, move the fields into the following order, with the 
specified widths: 
 

 APPLICATION_ID - 5 

 VIEWER_CODE - 30  

 USER_NAME - 30 

 ENABLED_FLAG - 5 

 
 
Click Apply to save the layout definition. 
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Mapping 

 
A mapping is always required when an integrator has a content defined for it. The mapping 
links the content columns to the interface attribute columns. Interface columns could be the 
table columns for an interface of type table or PL/SQL API parameters  for an interface of type 
PL/SQL API.  
 
As this demo integrator has content, it needs a mapping definition. 
 
You can access the mapping definition page from the Integrators list page or from the Desktop 
Integration responsibility menu. 
 

 
 
In the Mapping page, select the integrator from the  drop-down list, and click the Go button. 
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As no mapping has been defined yet for this new integrator, click the Define Mapping button. 
Enter Demo Mapping as the mapping name and DEMO_IMPORTER as the internal mapping 
key. As the SQL Query content selects nine items, enter 9 in the Number of Columns field. 
There are also nine columns in the content defined for the integrator. 
 

 
 
The mapping source columns are the content columns, and the mapping target columns are 
the interface columns or attributes. Map each source column to the target column with the 
same name. Use the LOV buttons to select the exact column names. You can also add rows 
on this page. 
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Click the Apply button to save the mapping definition. 
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You have now completed phase A of the integrator definition and can execute the integrator. 

 

Test and Run the Integrator 

It is now time to test whether the integrator can successfully create the document template, 
download the content, and upload it to the new table. 
 
You can run the integrator in preview mode from the Integrators list page or you  can run it 
from the Create Document menu option in the Desktop Integration responsibility. 
 
In the Create Document flow, select the Demo Importer integrator, and click Next to continue 
to select the viewer. 

 
 
Choose the Excel version from the Viewer drop down list, and click Next. 

 
 
The layout step is not displayed as there is only one layout to choose. In the Content step, 
select Content Demo, and click Next. When the mapping select option is displayed, click 
Continue. At this point you have reached the final Review step. 
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If you need to make any changes in the viewer, content, layout, or any other integrator 
element, you can go back and select the appropriate value. Additionally, on this page you can 
save your selections to a create document shortcut or into an FND Function to be tied to a 
responsibility menu. 
 
Click the Create Document button. Oracle Web Applications Desktop Integrator will start the 
desktop integration document template. Allow the browser to download the start document. 

 
 
Excel may indicate a Security Warning. If so, click the Options button. 
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Accept to run the macros in the Excel document created by Oracle Web Applications Desktop 
Integrator. 
 
Excel will start to download the template data and create the template layout. 
 

 
 
Once the layout creation is completed, Oracle Web Applications Desktop Integrator will start 
downloading the content data. When it finishes, a completion message will be displayed, and 
you can then close the download window. 
 

 
 
Your desktop integrator document is now defined, and the content has been downloaded. 
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Next, test the upload operation. From the Excel menu bar, choose Add-Ins > Oracle > Upload. 

 

 
 
The upload parameters are displayed. In the Rows to Upload parameter, select All Rows. The 
Validate Before Upload parameter is not relevant at this point because the interface does not 
have defined validations. Do not select the  Automatically Submit Import option;  if this option is 
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checked, an error will occur as for now the Integrator does not have an importer defined. Click 
the Upload button. 
 

 
 
The upload process starts. You will see some upload progress messages.  At the end, if the 
integrator has been well defined, you will receive a successful upload message indicating the 
number of uploaded records. 
 

 
 
Congratulations! Phase A of your integrator is working as planned. 
 

Phase B: Defining an Importer  

The demo integrator as defined up to this point creates the desktop document, downloads 
data, and uploads the data back to Oracle E-Business Suite. In this phase you will expand the 
integrator definition to process the data uploaded in the interface table and return error 
messages back to the desktop document for those rows that failed to import. 
 
There are three types of importer: 
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 Asynchronous concurrent request 

 Synchronous concurrent request 

 PL/SQL API (this is also a synchronous importer) 
 
Integrators with an asynchronous importer do not send importer error messages back to the 
desktop document, because the upload operation does not wait for the importer process to 
complete.  Only synchronous importers can send back the error messages to the end user. 
 
An importer typically performs another level of validation of the data uploaded, and moves the 
data from the interface table to multiple product tables. 
 
For the demo integrator defined in this example, you will define an importer that is a 
synchronous PL/SQL API.  
 
The importer’s logic processes each uploaded data row and determines if the data is valid for 
the application database table. In a production system, the importer logic can be a complex 
process. For this example, we will use simple importer logic for demonstration purposes.  
 
The demo importer determines which rows will be invalid based on two variables: 

 The uploader parameter value, which is a number entered by the user 

 The position of the uploaded row  
 
Internally each uploaded row has an index number, the uploader index.  
The user enters the number bne:whicherrors as a value in the Upload parameter window.  
 
The importer reads the uploaded records in certain order. Each row whose upload position is 
an exact multiple of bne:whicherrors will be marked as having failed import. 
 
To perform this processing, the importer needs these definitions: 

  A new uploader parameter, bne:whicherrors 

 A rule to find the value entered by the user in the Upload parameters window 

 A rule to get a new number to assign to the current import operation as the RUN_ID, 
using the database sequence BNE_TEST_IMPORTER_S 

 The PL/SQL API that will perform the import 

 A rule that defines how to find the errored rows 

 A rule that defines how to find the error message for each errored row 
 

Add the Uploader Parameter bne:whicherrors 

Query the integrator in the Integrators list page by its name. Click the Update pencil icon to 
update the integrator definition. 
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Navigate to the Uploader step. 
 

 
 
Click the Add Parameter button. 
 
An uploader parameter can be defined by entering all its properties or by copying its definition 
from an existing parameter. After a parameter is copied its properties can be updated. 
 
Define this parameter manually as shown below. 
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UPLOAD PARAMETER PROPERTIES 

PROPERTY VALUE  

Parameter Name bne:whicherrors  

Display Name bne:whicherrors  

Data Type Number  

Category Field  

Default Value: Number 3  

Default Value: Description Used to mark uploaded rows as import failed.  

Validation Type None  

Displayed Selected  

Enabled Selected  

Required Selected  
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Prompt Left Rows to Error  

User Hint Text Rows which Mod (numRow, error_rows_mod) = 0 will error 

 
 

Display Type Text Area  

Maximum Size 5  

Display Size 5  

 
 
Click Apply to return to the Uploader page after defining this parameter. 
 
You can use the preview option to view the uploader parameters as they will appear at 
runtime. 
 
Click Submit to save the new uploader parameter. 
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Define the Importer  

 
Navigate to the Integrator definition again, and advance to the Importer step. 
 

 
 
Choose the PL/SQL API importer type, enter Demo Importer as the importer name, and click 
the Apply button. 
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PL/SQL API type importers are synchronous importers that can return error messages back to 
the user to indicate the rows that failed to import. 
 
Importers have rules to model business requirements or to indicate how the importer will do its 
job.  
 
The business rules in the importer are classified in two groups: pre-import rules and importer 
rules.  

PRE- IMPORT RULE TYPES 

RULE TYPE DESCRIPTION 

SQL Query Defined by a SQL select statement.Its results can be accessed by subsequent importer rules. The SQL 

query can include bind variables. Bind variable input values can be taken from: 

 A previous import step  

 Environment variables such as userid, respid, language, or appid 

 Parameter values entered in the upload parameters 

In the SQL query, the syntax for the parameters is $param$.param_name and the syntax for the 

environment variables is $env$.env_var 
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Example: 

Select viewer_code 

From bne_test_impr_interface 

Where run_id = $param$.p_run_id 

PL/SQL API 

Function/Procedure 

Defined by a PL/SQL procedure or function to be called as a pre-import step. The last PL/SQL API in the 

importer is the one that performs the import. All previous APIs perform  preparations and validations. 

Return values from the API will be available to the subsequent importer steps. , Each return value will be 

accessible via the API name and parameter name. 

 

Sequence Retrieves the next value from a database sequence and makes that value accessible to the subsequent 

import steps.  

 

IMPORTER RULES 

RULE DESCRIPTION  

Group 

Definition 

Creates a collection of columns that identify rows that are imported together as a group. All the steps 

in the importer (excluding group and row mapping) are repeated for every group of records found in 

the interface table. 

  

Document Row: 

Interface 

Attribute 

Mapping 

A mapping is a set of interface columns that uniquely identifies the rows in the spreadsheet and 

interface table.  This mapping is used to return the error messages for individual rows that failed. If 

there are no columns in the interface table that uniquely identify interface table rows and 

spreadsheet rows, then only a generic import error message can be returned; in this case errors 

cannot be returned for a specific row in the spreadsheet. 

 

PL/SQL API 

call 

Defined by a PL/SQL API,  similar to a pre-import rule; the only difference is that this is the last PL/SQL 

API executed, and is the one that performs most of the import processing. After this rule is executed, 

errors or results are gathered and returned back to the user. 

 

Errror Row 

Definition 

A SQL query that retrieves key information to identify the spreadsheet rows that failed import. For 

instance: Select * from Interface_table where condition to find error rows. This SQL query can include 

bind and environment variables in the conditions. 

 

Error 

Message 

Lookup 

This importer rule finds the text message for the errored rows. It is defined by a SQL select statement 

that is executed for every errored row. This SQL statement can return only one value and can only 

have one value in the select column list. Use the following syntax for this query: 

SELECT column_name FROM table_name  WHERE column = $param$.parameter_name 

 

Success 

Message 

Definition 

Defines which success text message is returned to the desktop when the import process completes 

with no errors. This step is optional; if it is not defined, Oracle Web Applications Desktop Integrator will 

return a standard import success message. 

This rule is defined by a text message that can contain tokens. 

The syntax for the tokens in the message is $import$.Key_of_import; where key_of_import is the name 

of a previously stored import value. 
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Cleanup A SQL statement or call to a PL/SQL API to be executed only if the import process fails. 

The SQL statement can reference bind variables. 

 

 
 
Required rules are marked with an asterisk before their names. 
 

Defining Import Rules  

The following are the rules required to define a PL/SQL API  importer that returns error 
messages back to the spreadsheet: 
 

 Group Definition 

 Interface Attribute Mapping 

 PL/SQL API  

 Error Row 

 Error Message Lookup 
 

Import Rule: Group Definition 

Collects a set of interface columns, at importer runtime all rows which have the same values 
for the Interface Columns defined in thisw Group will be processed in group.   
For this integrator, RUN_ID will be the only interface column defined in the Group Importer 
Rule. All uploaded rows having the same RUN_ID will be importer in group. 
Click the Define/Update icon for this rule. 
 

 
 
Then, click the Add Row button, and enter interface attribute, RUN_ID, as shown below. 
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Import Rule: Interface Attribute Mapping 

This mapping is the set of interface columns, or attributes, that uniquely identify each uploaded 
row. In this case, APPLICATION_ID and VIEWER_CODE identify each row in the 
spreadsheet.  
Click the Define/Update plus icon for this rule. 
 
 
Then, click the Add Row button, and enter two interface attributes, APPLICATION_ID and 
VIEWER_CODE, as shown below. 
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Click Apply to process the attribute mapping definition. 
 
 

Import Rule: PL/SQL API Call  

Click the Define/Update icon for the PL/SQL API Call importer rule. 
 
Select PL/SQL Procedure as the API type, and enter BNE_TEST_IMPORTER_PKG as the 
package name and import_test as the procedure name, as shown below. 
 

 
 
Click Apply to generate the procedure parameters list. 
 
In this region, enter the reference names, sources, and values for the procedure parameters. 
 
The reference name should be the same as the procedure parameter name. 
Both parameters in this procedure are input parameters. 
The source and value inform the importer at runtime where to obtain the input values with 
which to call the PL/SQL API. 
 
P_RUN_ID comes from the Import (Group Rule) the value  is 
BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE.RUN_ID The P_ERRORS_ROWS_MOD value is taken from 
the value entered by the end user in the upload parameters window. Select Upload 
Parameters as the source, and enter the name of upload parameter, bne:whicherrors, as the 
default value. 
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Click Apply to process these definitions. 
 

Import Rule: Error Row Definition 

 
Click the Define/Update icon for the Error Row Definition importer rule. 
 
 

 
The error row definition is a SQL Query that will get all the rows that failed to import. 
This query usually has the following format: 
SELECT * FROM <interface_table> WHERE <condition to identify current errored rows> 
 
The conditions can include parameters, whose syntax is $param$.parameter_name. 
 
For the ‘Demo Importer’ integrator, the query to define in this step is: 
 
SELECT * FROM BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE 
WHERE RESULT LIKE 'ERR%' AND RUN_ID = $PARAM$.RUN_ID_DEV_SEQ 
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Enter the query. Ensure that you do not enter a semi-colon at the end. Then click Test Query 
to validate the syntax, and click the Apply button to process the information. 
 
 

 
 
Oracle E-Business Suite Desktop Integration Framework finds the parameters defined in the 
query and lists them in a table. In this table, enter the reference name, which in this case 
should be the same as the parameter name, the source, and the value. The reference name 
lets you use this importer value in the next importer step. The source in this case is Import, and 
the value is BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE.RUN_ID. Click Apply to process this definition. 

 
 

Import Rule: Error Message Lookup 

 
Click the Define/Update icon for the Error Message Lookup importer rule. 
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The error message lookup importer rule is also a SQL query. This SQL query finds the text 
message that corresponds to an error code. 
 
This query must have only one column in the select columns list. That column must be the 
message corresponding to the error code. 
 
The query used here is: 
 
SELECT MEANING FROM FND_LOOKUPS WHERE LOOKUP_TYPE = 
'BNE_TEST_ERROR' AND LOOKUP_CODE = $PARAM$.RESULT 
 
Enter this query in the SQL Query field, click Test Query to validate it, and click Apply to 
process the query. 

 
 
As the query has one parameter to look for one specific error code, the next region will list that 
parameter. At runtime, the importer uses the source and value to determine where to take the 
parameter value from. 
 
The error code is set in the BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE.RESULT column by the PL/SQL 
API import_test procedure. Consequently, the source is Interface Table, reference name 
RESULT and the value is BNE_TEST_IMPR_INTERFACE.RESULT. 
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Click the Apply button to process this information. 
 
Now, the importer rules appears as shown below: 
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Test Integrator with Importer 

Now, navigate to the Integrators list page or the Create Documents flow to test the integrator. 
 
Select the integrator and click Next. 
 

 
 
Select the viewer and click Next. 
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Select the Content Demo content and click Next. 
 

 
 
Select the Demo Mapping mapping and click Continue 

 
 
Review and click the Create Document button. 
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Click the Submit button to save the importer definition. 
 
When the document has been created, modify the enabled flag. 
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From the Excel menu bar, choose Add-Ins > Oracle > Upload. 
 
Select the All Rows option, check the Validate Before Upload option, and check the 
Automatically Submit Import option. 
Enter the value you want for the Rows to Error parameter. 
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Click the Upload button. 
You will receive a message indicating that there were errors. 

 

 
 
Click the Close button. 
View the error messages in the uploaded error rows. 
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The importer has successfully returned the import error messages. 
Congratulations, your Demo Importer works! 
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